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N₂ Service Pal: Accumulator
Charging & testing Innovation
An industry breakthrough, the N₂ Service Pal guarantees Nitrogen
accumulator charging & testing accuracy, with LED display of values
and set points, easy-to-use data logging and ultra-fine pressure
control when checking or refilling accumulators.

Choose from 1-120 bar or 10-250 bar regulators with everything
contained in a waterproof sturdy case, long battery life and
compact design makes the unique N₂ Service Pal a must-have for
service engineers.



Data Logging Digital Pressure Gauges
Developing on the success of our popular HTE2 series digital pressure gauges has led to the proud launch of
our new HTE2-L digital gauge with in built datalogging.

With ranges from -1...+16 bar up to 0...1000 bar, the HTE2-L gauges provide highly accurate readings,
whether stationary or mobile with the addition of instant logging function for simple recording of pressures.
Records up to 100ms or up to 48 hours with space for 10 tests. Simple USB download of tests in CSV file
format.

MinimessXtreme® Test Points
Hydrotechnik’s market leading Minimess® range now includes the latest MinimessXtreme® test points and
adaptor range.

The 1,000 bar working pressure and 4,000 bar burst pressure allows
engineers to safely test at even higher pressures than before. The
innovative thread and internal valve design ensures a leak-free
connection to compatible hoses & adaptors, tool-free up to 700
bar. Connections are available with male G1/4” BSP or 9/16”-18
UNF autoclave.

• Extremely durable and long service life
• Suitable for both hydraulic fluids and inert gases
• Corrosion resistant stainless steel 1.4571 (316Ti)



Internal Hose Test Rig:
Guaranteeing Quality with
Traceability
Testing has long been at the forefront at Hydrotechnik UK.
Our dedication to reliable, accurate and efficient testing has
been cemented by our new internal microbore hose test rig.

Our test rig production specialists were tasked with designing
a portable, operator-led bench to handle 1.5x working
pressure of our highest rated microbore hose. This led to the
repurposing of an existing stainless framework, developed
with 5 independently controlled hose lines.

Each line can test for leakages and blockages for any of our
hoses, while the zero-leak valves ensure a constantly
repeatable and valid environment. Furthermore, the data is
logged via USB, meaning it can be extracted in various
formats and presented as a physical certificate for customers.

This is just one of many test rigs that Hydrotechnik UK have
manufactured. If you have components, pumps, hoses or
vessels that need to be cyclic tested, proof tested or burst
tested please visit our website or contact us to speak to one
of the team.

WATCHLOG NEWS
Watchlog Wireless Sensors

Watchlog Wireless is a complete end-to-end solution for monitoring
pressure, temperature, flow, displacement, torque, level etc. in a factory
or mobile setting to get data from machinery to a local PC/on-site system,

or into the cloud for remote monitoring.

Wireless transmitters can push data from 800m up to 1.6Km, depending
on the transmitter and environment. Up to 60 varying sensors can sit on
the same local wireless network and be accessed by a single gateway.

Such gateways can be either local for monitoring performance directly on
a PC or HMI, or they can send data directly into the cloud for long term
monitoring and alarming. When using a local PC, free-to-use monitoring
and trending software shows all sensors connected. A toolkit helps with
locating transmitters and receivers, if there is nearby noise from other

wireless devices. This toolkit also helps when setting up a system, making
deployment reliable and robust.

Typical applications include a company deploying sensors for monitoring
critical assets, such as engines, presses, generators, gearboxes, jacking

platforms and silo levels, where laying cabling would be onerous, costly or
time intensive.

See one of our rigs in the flesh at
Aerospace Wales Expo.

(Details below).
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Upcoming Events
• 9th December 2021 @ Aerospace Wales Expo
Location: Coleg Cambria, Wales

• 31st March 2022 @ Hydrogen Tech
Location: International Centre, Telford

• 21st - 23rd June 2022 @ Hillhead
Location: Hillhead Quarry, Buxton, Derbyshire

Pressure and Temperature
Sensors for Hydrogen
Hydrotechnik are proud to unveil their latest pressure and
temperature sensors, which are suitable for use with
hydrogen.

All sensors can be ATEX approved, meanwhile the pressure
transducers have EC79 approval for use with Hydrogen long
term.

Various thread types, pressure/temperature ranges, outputs
and connections are available, depending on the user’s
specification. The sensors are 316L stainless steel and wetted
parts as standard, guaranteeing high accuracy and reliability in
one of the fastest developing fuel markets: hydrogen.

Our transducers have already been utilised by various global
renewable energy companies, covering many different
projects. To find out more on this, plus the introduction of
our hydrogen test rigs, check out our website or visit us at
the Hydrogen Tech exhibition in March 2022.

Hydrotechnik, Filtertechnik
& UK Flowtechnik Take on
Roxy Ballroom!

The three companies, which unite on projects frequently,
enjoyed a combined social evening recently – playing ice
curling, shuffleboard, table tennis and pool at Roxy
Ballroom Nottingham.

Needless to say, it proved to be a healthily competitive
occasion for all involved.

There will certainly be a few practicing their skills before
the next instalment!


